
GROIN PULL

A groin pull -- or groin strain -- results from putting too much stress on muscles in your groin and thigh. If these muscles
are tensed too forcefully.

Grade 3 A grade 3 groin strain is a tear that goes through most or all of the muscle or tendon. The muscles in
your groin help bring your legs together. Most athletes know what the injury is before they seek medical
attention. Put a towel between the ice and the skin to protect it from the cold. What are the symptoms? The
desire to return to full activity often conflicts with the duration of recovery. More severe strains tear the
muscle fibers, and can even cause a complete tear of the muscle. The first few days of treatment follow the
protocol for any muscle injury : rest. Groin strain grades Muscles that move a part of the body, such as a leg or
arm, are known as adductor muscles. You may have pain when lifting your knee up. Because of this, proper
conditioning is of utmost importance to prevent groin strain injury. A strain is a stretch or tear of a muscle or
tendon. Grade 3 is a severe tear of the muscle, causing bruising and a lot of pain. Amazing Stretch for Groin
Pain Relief While performing the program linked above is critical to healing your groin pain, another huge
aspect behind a successful physical therapy approach is mobility work. According to WebMD , the injury falls
into one of three categories before being elevated to a more serious diagnosis: First Degree: little to mild pain
that does not result in a loss of range of motion, movement, strength, or muscular ability Second Degree: more
intense pain that results in a loss of strength and not only a loss of movement but damage to direct tissues as
well Third Degree: intense pain that becomes unbearable with movement that leads to an almost complete loss
of strength along with a direct tear and possible indirect tears in surrounding tissues How do you tell the
difference between a pull to the groin and a much, much more serious and debilitating sports hernia? He also
performs his exercises and treatments at home just as his physical therapist instructs him to, and works with
her on a steady program of strengthening and recovery. Rest and use crutches if needed. Recovery A groin
strain is a muscle injury that can be painful and needs time to heal. This is known as compression and should
be done by a trained first responder if possible. While you are recovering from your injury: Put an ice pack,
gel pack, or package of frozen vegetables, wrapped in a cloth on the area every 3 to 4 hours, for up to 20
minutes at a time. After you recover from your acute injury, use moist heat for 10 to 15 minutes at a time
before you do warm-up and stretching exercises. Furthermore, stretching can be a useful part of preventing
groin injuries from occurring.


